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Getting the books Hour Of The Olympics Magic Tree House 16 Mary Pope Osborne now is not type of inspiring means. You could not deserted going like book deposit or library or borrowing from your associates to entre
them. This is an no question easy means to specifically get guide by on-line. This online statement Hour Of The Olympics Magic Tree House 16 Mary Pope Osborne can be one of the options to accompany you later than
having further time.
It will not waste your time. say you will me, the e-book will no question appearance you new issue to read. Just invest little mature to right of entry this on-line statement Hour Of The Olympics Magic Tree House 16 Mary
Pope Osborne as competently as evaluation them wherever you are now.

House adventures
Magic Tree House Books 1-4 Ebook Collection Mary Pope Osborne 2012-06-12 The adventures that started it

Day of the Dragon King Mary Pope Osborne 2009-01-19 The magic treehouse takes Jack and Annie back two

all! Newly bound together, the first four books of the fan-favorite chapter-book series are the perfect

thousand years to ancient China where they must find the original copy of an old legend before the Imperial

introduction to the New York Times bestselling Magic Tree House series. Parents, teachers, and librarians

Library is burned down by the evil Dragon King.

hail the series as a tool to promote reading, as even the most reluctant readers want to know where the

Lions at Lunchtime Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15 The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time

Magic Tree House will take the brother-and-sister team next. The story begins with Dinosaurs Before Dark,

celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! "Where are the lions?" Jack

when Jack and Annie discover a mysterious tree house filled with books and a trip back to the time of the

wonders when the Magic Tree House whisks him and his sister to the vast plains of Africa. Before he can find

dinosaurs follows. In The Knight at Dawn, Jack and Annie are in the Great Hall of a castle; a feast is under

out, Annie starts to help hundreds of wildebeests cross a rushing river. Next they follow a honey of a bird and

way, but they aren't exactly welcome guests. When the tree house whisks them back to ancient Egypt in

meet an awesome Masai warrior. Jack hopes any lions will just stay away. Jack is about to be very

Mummies in the Morning, Jack and Annie must help a long-dead queen solve a puzzle. And in Pirates Past

disappointed… Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House:

Noon, Jack and Annie find a secret map that leads to buried treasure and ruthless pirates! Mary Pope

Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions:

Osborne brings together just the right combination of history, magic, and fast-paced adventure to satisfy kids,

More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous

parents, teachers, and librarians all over the world with her New York Times bestselling series.

adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures

Stage Fright on a Summer Night Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15 The #1 bestselling chapter book series of

Dolphins at Daybreak Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15 The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time

all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! The show must go

celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! It's sink or swim for Jack

on! That's what Jack and Annie learn when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to Elizabethan England.

and Annie when the Magic Tree House whisks them off to the middle of the ocean. Luckily, they find a mini-

There they meet William Shakespeare himself—one of the greatest writers of all time! But Mr. Shakespeare's

submarine on a coral reef. Unluckily, they are about to meet a giant octopus and one very hungry shark. Will

having a hard time with some of the actors in his latest show. Are Jack and Annie ready to make a big

the dolphins save the day? Or are Jack and Annie doomed to be dinner? Did you know that there’s a Magic

entrance? Or will it be curtains for Shakespeare? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for

Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who

every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning

are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader

chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A

Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite

longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree

Magic Tree House adventures
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Hour of the Olympics(CD1장포함)(Magic Tree House 16) MARY POPE OSBORNE 1994-01-01

MAGIC TREE HOUSE COLLECTION. MARY POPE. OSBOURNE 2012

Magic Tree House Fact & Fiction: Ghosts Mary Pope Osborne 2014-10-14 Read the adventure and track the

The Hour of the Olympics Joyce Friedland 2006-01-01 Use Novel-Ties ® study guides as your total guided

facts—it's two great ebooks in one! Join Jack and Annie as they travel to New Orleans in 1915 on the eve of

reading program. Reproducible pages in chapter-by-chapter format provide you with the right questions to

All Saints’ Day in Magic Tree House® #42: A Good Night for Ghosts. Then uncover the facts behind the

ask, the important issues to discuss, and the organizational aids that help students get the most out of each

fiction in Magic Tree House® Fact Tracker: Ghosts. It’s two favorite ebooks in one! Find out why Mary Pope

book they read.

Osborne’s #1 New York Times bestselling series is such a hit with kids, parents, and teachers around the

Viking Ships at Sunrise Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15 The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time

world.

celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! "Beware of Vikings!" warns

Buffalo Before Breakfast Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15 The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time

Morgan. Then Jack and Annie are whisked back to ancient Ireland. They land on a cliff on a misty island.

celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Hello, buffalo! That's what

How will they find the story they are looking for? It will take a Viking invasion, the help of a jolly monk, and a

Jack and Annie say when the Magic Tree House whisks them and Teddy, the enchanted dog, back almost

lot of courage for Jack and Annie to succeed in Viking Ships at Sunrise. Did you know that there’s a Magic

200 years to the Great Plains. There they meet a Lakota boy who shows them how to hunt buffalo. But

Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who

something goes wrong! Now they need to stop a thousand buffalo from stampeding! Did you know that

are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader

there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect

Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite

for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the

Magic Tree House adventures

experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction

High Tide in Hawaii Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15 The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time

companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures

celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Catch the wave! That's what

Ancient Greece and the Olympics: A Nonfiction Companion to Hour of the Olympics Mary Pope Osborne

Jack and Annie do when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to a Hawaiian island of long ago. They

2004-06-01 A nonfiction companion to Magic Tree House title, Hour Of the Olympics.

learn how to surf and have a great time—until strange things start happening. Jack and Annie soon discover

Tonight on the Titanic Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15 The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time

the cause: A tidal wave is headed their way! Can they help save their new friends in time? Did you know that

celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Titanic trouble! Jack and

there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect

Annie are in for an exciting, scary, and sad adventure when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to the

for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the

decks of the Titanic. Is there anything they can do to help the ill-fated ship? Will they be able to save

experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction

anyone? Will they be able to save themselves? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every

companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures

kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter

Civil War on Sunday Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15 The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time

books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and

celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Cannon fire! That's what

more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House

Jack and Annie hear when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to the time of the American Civil War.

adventures

There they meet a famous nurse named Clara Barton and do their best to help wounded soldiers. It is their

Amelia Bedelia Unleashed: #2 Herman Parish 2021-12-15 When her parents agree to let Amelia Bedelia get

hardest journey in time yet—and the one that will make the most difference to their own lives! Did you know

a puppy, she is surprised and happy as she begins her search for the perfect four-legged friend. Aligned to

that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie,

Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a

perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the

division of ABDO.

experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
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companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures

Osborne Visit my shop, McMarie, at Teacher's Notebook.Or view this product, Hour of the Olympics: Magic

Hour of the Olympics Mary Pope Osborne 1998 Their magic tree house takes Jack and Annie back to retrieve

Tree House #16 Novel Study / Reading Comprehension.

a lost story in ancient Greece, where they witness the original Olympic games and are surprised to find what

Polar Bears Past Bedtime Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15 The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time

girls of the time were not allowed to do.

celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! It's icicle city…when the

Sunlight on the Snow Leopard Mary Pope Osborne 2022-01-04 The #1 bestselling Magic Tree House series

Magic Tree House whisks Jack and Annie to the frozen Arctic. Luckily, a seal hunter on a dogsled lends them

is ready to whisk you away through time with Jack and Annie--this time to the snowy mountains of Nepal! The

warm clothes. Unluckily, they get stuck on cracking ice. Will the giant polar bear save them? Or will Jack and

magic tree house takes Jack and Annie to Nepal with a mission to find. . . a ghost! As frightening as that

Annie become frozen dinners? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree

sounds, the mission is clear: find the ghost and save the world. But what does all this have to do with a

House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin

mountain, an old man, and a snow leopard? The journey is dangerous and the path uncertain, but Jack and

Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more

Annie can do this -- they're the only ones who can! Did you know that there's a Magic Tree House book for

dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures

every kid? Magic Tree House: Perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions:

Hour of the Olympics Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15 The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time

More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite

celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! No girls allowed at the

Magic Tree House adventures If you're looking for Merlin Mission #36: Blizzard of the Blue Moon, it was

Olympic Games! That's the rule when the Magic Tree House whisks Jack and Annie back to ancient Greece.

renumbered as part of the rebrand in 2017 as Merlin Mission #8.

But when Annie tells jack to go to the games without her, he knows she's up to something. Will Annie find a

La Hora De Los Juegos Olimpicos / Hour of the Olympics Mary Pope Osborne 2007-04-01 For use in schools

way to see the games? Or will she get herself—and Jack—into Olympic-size trouble? Find out in Hour of the

and libraries only. Their magic tree house takes Jack and Annie back to ancient Greece, where they witness

Olympics. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures

the Olympic games and are surprised to find what girls of the time were not allowed to do.

with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More

Hour of the Olympics Mary Pope Osborne 1998 Their magic tree house takes Jack and Annie back to retrieve

challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure

a lost story in ancient Greece, where they witness the original Olympic games and are surprised to find what

Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures

girls of the time were not allowed to do.

Magic Tree House Mary Pope Osborne 2008-05 Jack and Annie experience a series of time-travel adventures

Hour of the Olympics 2014 A fun, engaging, 24-page booklet-style Novel Study complete with a challenging,

in ancient Rome, Han dynasty China, medieval Ireland, and ancient Greece.

book-based Word Jumble and Word Search. Based on 'Magic Tree House #16: Hour of the Olympics' *

Afternoon on the Amazon Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15 The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time

Follows Common Core Standards * This 24-page booklet-style Novel Study is designed to follow students

celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Vampire bats and killer

throughout the entire book. The questions are based on reading comprehension, strategies and skills. The

ants? That's what Jack and Annie are about to run into when the Magic Tree House whisks them away to the

Journal is designed to be enjoyable and keep the students engaged. The novel study contains many different

Amazon River. It's not long before they get hopelessly lost. Will they be able to find their way back to the tree

types of questions for students to think about and answer before, during, and after they finish each chapter.

house? Or are Jack and Annie stuck forever in the rain forest? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House

Types of questions include: Narrative Elements Predict Connect Infer Sequence Vocab/Context Clues

book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just

Character Traits and more... Complete with a challenging, book-based Word Search and Word Jumble This

beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super

booklet is in PDF format. For help printing a booklet in Adobe, use the following link:

Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic

http://helpx.adobe.com/acrobat/kb/print-booklets-acrobat-reader.html Check out the preview! I hope you enjoy

Tree House adventures

:) Magic Tree House #16: Hour of the Olympics Novel Study - based on the wonderful story by Mary Pope

Ancient Greece and the Olympics Mary Pope Osborne 2012-02-29 The #1 bestselling chapter book series of
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all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Getting the facts

store . . .

behind the fiction has never looked better. Track the facts with Jack and Annie!! When Jack and Annie got

New York's Bravest Mary Pope Osborne 2012-11-28 In the 1840s, there was a real vounteer firefighter

back from their adventure in Magic Tree House #16: Hour of the Olympics, they had lots of questions. What

named Mose Humphreys whose bravery was reknown throughout New York City. Plays about him began

did the ancient Greeks wear? What did they do for fun? Where were the very first Olympics held? How are

being performed on Broadway in 1848 and over the years his strength and heroics took on larger-than-life

our modern Olympics similar to the ancient Olympics? Find out the answers to these questions and more as

proportions, much like those of Paul Bunyan. Mary Pope Osborne has honed down the legends about him to

Jack and Annie track the facts. Filled with up-to-date information, photos, illustrations, and fun tidbits from

a brief, dramatic, sometimes comical, but ultimately moving text of picture book length. Steve Johnson and

Jack and Annie, the Magic Tree House Fact Trackers are the perfect way for kids to find out more about the

Lou Fancher’s stunning paintings capture this 8-foot-tall superhero rushing into burning buildings, saving

topics they discovered in their favorite Magic Tree House adventures. And teachers can use Fact Trackers

babies and bankers, and wolfing down the feasts bestowed upon him by the grateful citizens of old New

alongside their Magic Tree House fiction companions to meet common core text pairing needs. Did you know

York–until the one big hotel fire after which he was never seen again. The author has included a historical

that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie,

note about the origins of this tall tale, and the book is dedicated to the 343 New York City firefighters who

perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the

gave their lives to save others on September 11, 2001. Mary Pope Osborne included a longer, different

experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction

version of this legend in her distinguished collection American Tall Tales.

companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at

Space Mary Pope Osborne 2012-02-29 The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years

MagicTreeHouse.com!

with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Getting the facts behind the fiction has never

Hour of the Olympics Mary Pope Osborne 2014 Their magic tree house takes Jack and Annie back to retrieve

looked better. Track the facts with Jack and Annie! When Jack and Annie got back from their adventure in

a lost story in ancient Greece, where they witness the original Olympic games and are surprised to find what

Magic Tree House #8: Midnight on the Moon, they had lots of questions. How did the universe begin? How

girls of the time were not allowed to do.

long does it take to get to the moon? How hot is the sun? What does it feel like to be in space? Find out the

Earthquake in the Early Morning Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15 The #1 bestselling chapter book series of

answers to these questions and more as Jack and Annie track the facts. Filled with up-to-date information,

all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! An adventure that

photos, illustrations, and fun tidbits from Jack and Annie, the Magic Tree House Fact Trackers are the perfect

will shake you up! That's what Jack and Annie get when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to

way for kids to find out more about the topics they discovered in their favorite Magic Tree House adventures.

California in 1906. As soon as they arrive, the famous San Francisco earthquake hits the city. Can Jack and

And teachers can use Fact Trackers alongside their Magic Tree House fiction companions to meet common

Annie save the day? Or will San Francisco be destroyed first? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House

core text pairing needs. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree

book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just

House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin

beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super

Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more

Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic

dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures

Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!

Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!

Hour of the Olympics Mary Pope Osborne 1998 Their magic tree house takes Jack and Annie back to the

Magic Tree House #16 Mary P. Osborne 2003-07 Japanese edition of MAGIC TREE HOUSE #16: Hour of

original Olympic games to witness the original games and learn what girls of the time were not allowed to do.

the Olympics by Mary Pope Osborne. In Japanese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by

Magic Tree House 16: Olympic Challenge! Mary Pope Osborne 2012-03-30 It's off to Ancient Greece for the

Tsai Fong Books, Inc.

children and the tree house ! They land just in time for the exciting Olympic Games, with the athletes,

My Magic Tree House Journal Mary Pope Osborne 2014-04-15 Fans of Mary Pope Osborne's mega

wrestlers and chariot racers all ready to go. But when Annie finds out no girls are allowed, there's trouble in

bestselling Magic Tree House series will love to keep their own notebook—just like Jack and Annie! This fun,
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full-color journal is filled with lists of things Jack and Annie have found in Frog Creek—such as squirrels,

numbered as Magic Tree House #49, the title of this book is now Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #21:

ladybugs, dandelions, and spiderwebs; places they've been in the world; and ideas for fun activities, along

Stallion by Starlight. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House:

with plenty of space for kids to write their own lists. Includes a sticker sheet for kids to decorate their lists and

Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions:

highlight their favorites.

More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous

Mr. Adventure Adam Hargreaves 2016-10-04 Mr. Adventure is jumping, diving, and catapulting his way into

adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more

the classic Mr. Men series. Catch him if you can! When Mr. Adventure goes on vacation, he doesn't want to

fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!

relax. He's looking for the greatest thrills that money can buy! Unfortunately, his money doesn't last forever.

The Borowitz Report Andy Borowitz 2010-05-11 Prepare to be shocked. From the man The Wall Street

Can Mr. Adventure find the excitement he craves at a regular old job? He's certainly going to try!

Journal hailed as a "Swiftean satirist" comes the most shocking book ever written! The Borowitz Report: The

The Magic Tree House Mary Pope Osborne 1998

Big Book of Shockers, by award-winning fake journalist Andy Borowitz, contains page after page of "news

Dragon of the Red Dawn Mary Pope Osborne 2009-03-20 The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time

stories" too hot, too controversial, too -- yes, shocking -- for the mainstream press to handle. Sample the

celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Jack and Annie are headed

groundbreaking reporting from the news organization whose motto is "Give us thirty minutes -- we'll waste it."

to a land of fierce samurai and great beauty, the capital city of Edo (now the city of Tokyo), in ancient Japan

The Inheritance Games Jennifer Lynn Barnes 2020-09-01 Don't miss this New York Times bestselling

in the 1600s. They bring only a research book to guide them and a magic wand with three special rules.

"impossible to put down" (Buzzfeed) novel with deadly stakes, thrilling twists, and juicy secrets--perfect for

Formerly numbered as Magic Tree House #37, the title of this book is now Magic Tree House Merlin Mission

fans of One of Us is Lying and Knives Out. Avery Grambs has a plan for a better future: survive high school,

#9: Dragon of the Red Dawn. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree

win a scholarship, and get out. But her fortunes change in an instant when billionaire Tobias Hawthorne dies

House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin

and leaves Avery virtually his entire fortune. The catch? Avery has no idea why--or even who Tobias

Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more

Hawthorne is. To receive her inheritance, Avery must move into sprawling, secret passage-filled Hawthorne

dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures

House where every room bears the old man's touch--and his love of puzzles, riddles, and codes.

Stallion by Starlight Mary Pope Osborne 2013-03-26 The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time

Unfortunately for Avery, Hawthorne House is also occupied by the family that Tobias Hawthorne just

celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Hold your horses! Jack and

dispossessed. This includes the four Hawthorne grandsons: dangerous, magnetic, brilliant boys who grew up

Annie must find four secrets of greatness for Merlin the magician. To start, they travel back in time to meet

with every expectation that one day they would inherit billions. Heir apparent Grayson Hawthorne is convinced

Alexander the Great. He should know all about greatness, right? But young Alexander is bossy, vain, and not

that Avery must be a conwoman, and he's determined to take her down. His brother, Jameson, views her as

great at all! How can they learn from him? It’s going to take a wild black stallion, magic from Merlin, and a lot

their grandfather's last hurrah: a twisted riddle, a puzzle to be solved. Caught in a world of wealth and

of bravery to succeed. Are Jack and Annie clever and bold enough to complete their mission? Formerly

privilege, with danger around every turn, Avery will have to play the game herself just to survive.
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